Many people have a few questions about Satan that can be cleared by this post.

One is about Satan's 'age' and how 'old' he is. According to what is written in the JoS, he is about 500,000 earth years old. Infiltrators and other garbage are trying to brush this off like this is something 'easy'. 'Maybe Goku from Dragonball is alive on another planet and is older than Satan'. Yes, only that all other 'alien' races honestly don't give one damn about humanity, while the majority looks at us like cattle and food to eat. My argument here is not to try to focus on the number itself. But what a number like that could potentially mean.

First of all time is 'relative'. Time is relative and has to do with the civilization, quality of civilization, and many other things, like what one does with their time. For example. There we have a germ that has been living for 10,000,000,00 years. What does it do? Nothing. It's a germ. There we have a monkey, eating bananas and doing nothing, but in this foolish paradigm, an immortal monkey. Even if it lived indefinitely, it still does not matter. There are so many idiotic people on the planet, that even if they lived an eternity of eternities, it wouldn't matter one inch.

The intelligence fall of humanity makes humans misunderstand a lot of things. This is in the general context of the marxist ideas about how nothing matters, and judeo-nihilism which is just 'materialism', but not even materialism as materialism at least gives attention to the material. This is just a life hating, psyop by the enemy. If not everything about reality all together.

So imagine if one ape, human being, with one year of the best university in the planet, can get in the higher upper 1% of the population in many ways. A normal being, living just for a weekend in Satan's civilization, would become an overlord into this one very easily. The distance between our civilization and the civilization of the Gods is (almost) beyond human conception. We can look to it, but it's like a monkey watching the most advanced computer that will come about like thousands of years after the ones that we are using today.

If we add to the above the technological advances which the more they grow, the more they become potent...And this multiplies indefinitely...We can only imagine where the Gods are technologically. If our imagination is really wild that is. Then take also learning, knowledge, application, and how the beings relate into all of this. So you're somewhere that even if a 'day' in our 24 system could actually be...I don't know how advancing for an entity.

Now Satan in the form of Shiva is called Adi Yogi for a reason. Adi Yogi means the first yogi. The thing is, if Yogis in the east state that daily practice and Kundalini Yoga advance a person 8 existence years every session, daily after a point. What does that say about all the days that Satan and the Gods have advanced. Plus their civilization boosting everything? We are pretty much approaching 'eternity' here as after a point.
eternity doesn't really matter, neither do 'mortal years'. As about 'older' things, it doesn't matter either in that instance. Older doesn't mean more masterful, or powerful. Older can be a germ now frozen on Jupiter's orbit that nobody is going to know about.

What I am trying to do is open up the mind of people in regards to Satan. And how far more forward Satan and the Gods are in contrast to this sorry, petty, monkey civilization of retards that inhabit the Earth right now.

Now in regards to fools who call themselves 'gods', that Demons are their playtoys which they throw around and command, or many others who literally think they are the most important beings in the universe, I have no comment or further statement. They care for us, but they do NOT care for idiots. They gain nothing from it. As for those who think they are the earth's axis in themselves, on the flat earth... Their stupidity is the most profound in the universe. Not even animals consider any such garbage, only poor humans. In fact, most animals are too highly superior than most Humans nowadays, in most if not all respects.

Animals don't pretend, animals accept who they are, animals live happily and content in their existence, unless some dumbasses harm them. I am not talking about chickens here. I am talking about cats, dogs, and other highly aware animals such as dolphins.

It is fairly obvious that any such advanced life forms would have a 'racial' ideology, and divide themselves, advance themselves, according to that. This becomes self evident as why should they dilute their blood and as such dilute their advancement as species and compromise it? They don't have xianity or torah in their head to do so. Why should they love inferiority, garbage, and destruction?

Above all reaching such a stage of development automatically makes beings not really 'desiring' to do evil, in the sense that why should they be chasing poor monkeys such as the enemy who wants to exterminate us, to turn us into borgs? Different races have different conceptions about reality.

If humanity doesn't listen and destroys itself as so many others in this vast and eternal universe, not a single fuck will be given by everyone, except of the Gods who are willing to help us. This in itself reveals the enemy alien races are afraid of humans for many reasons. Otherwise they wouldn't still be fighting. They would have won. So, all their crap about being supreme over anyone is just crap and lies. This can only be made if the strong people just give up, and hand over the planet, countries, states and daughters to these extramental entities.

The Gods want to give us help in promotion of our species which were created by them. We have a strong brain that just waits to be used in so many respects. The Gods gave us and give us meaning in existence. This is why Satan gave us consciousness and understanding. Instead of keeping us as defiled slaves like the enemy wanted. The enemy wants to return humanity into a de-evolved, ape state, that will be hopeless. This is why they attack civilization, undermine it, and endlessly advocate race mixing which down the many generations completely destroys individuals inside and out. This is to just enslave humans. Anyone would follow a similar policy if they wanted to exterminate and enslave any 'race'.
Even a dumb human can understand that if you were an alien invader, and you saw many beings on a planet that you would want to enslave that could potentially mix, you would mix them, cause endless war, and infiltrate them in some way to make this happen. Then after it was all said and done you would turn them to slaves. That's all the aliens of the enemy admit of doing in the Torah and in the New Testament. Which are modeled after our original culture for extra confusion for the 'goyim'. This is from where the Jewish ideals come about a Jew owning 2800 slaves each. By their alien friends. At least for the top ranking Jews.

In the light of the 'new' (but so ancient) revelations of the Age of Aquarius. Satan's identity, purpose, and place in all of this will be revealed. Humanity will get to face the Truth. Whether they like it or not, for better or for worse, even if it goes either way into a multiracial, monkey society, it will still see the collapse of civilization and be conscious of it. And the souls of those living this will suffer eternally from it. Because heaven for Jews is where 'hell' is for Gentiles. People will be wishing there was a rewind button, but it will be too late. Time doesn't go backwards on the physical realm, neither can world history.

It's our job to make this transition smooth, turn out for the better, far off and away from enemy alien crap, and to help wipe out the veneer that keeps the Gentile people from being free and having destiny in their hands. Part of this is spreading the Truth, part of it is applying it, part of it is becoming better, and part of it is fighting against the enemy. This is when one starts to exist and have a reasonable existence. And where one isn't plagued by the false useless 'eternal living', but where one puts their mark, visibly or not, to change the course of history towards a better way. Which is all of what we are doing here.

One last note. Adolf Hitler was known to communicate with the Nordic Gods. And he did what he did for the Aryan people and for Gentiles to be saved. And to regenerate their cultures, and their divine blood and abilities. Any shill can claim otherwise, add some Judeo-saucing in it to make it softer or more digestible for the 'goyim' cattle, but Hitler knew all of this, and Hitler was a Satanist in the full sense of the word. This is why he was a civilization protector, and reawakened people back into the Racial Truth. As he stated "Those who think National Socialism is a political system do not know what National Socialism is. National Socialism is a religion." (Not in exact words but exact meaning).

People who want to have 'other' religions, such as worshipping nefarious aliens, hostile entities, anti-life programs, or occult allegories as Gods based on a xian seath, are just not in the good side with these beings. And in the longtime spectrum, these beings will at some point re-appear in our 'immediate life', even if the enemy was to 'win' that war (Satan forbid...).

And they will flatten everything in their path, including the jeboos and all these idiotic pieces of life that sacrificed the planet and all lives on it for their comfort zone. It's not like they can't, or like they haven't in the past. They have annihilated the enemy more than once. This is why the enemy is now onto us. If you can't kill someone, kill their offspring. The alien forefathers of the Jews follow the same pattern as their chosen.

As the enemy has been admittedly flattened many, many times before. So it's wise to
follow the Sanatana Dharma...Which is really Spiritual Satanism...Than go for some transient crap like jeboo which will not outlast half a fingernail of what other beliefs have.

The jews see Satan in the face of all White people, and in all Gentiles they see Satan's creations. Not in some trivial bizarre theory. But in the hardcore, biological sense. This is why they want to wipe everyone out. And as thus the alien origin of the jews becomes obvious, in the same way the great luck to be a Gentile is also obvious. Be grateful about your existence and do something about it to make everything better.

In any way, I hope this clears up some misconceptions about Satan.
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